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Abstract

The interrelationships between norm convergence and two forms of convergence defined in
terms of order, namely order and relative uniform convergence are considered. The implications
between conditions such as uniform convexity, uniform strictness, uniform monotonicity and
others are proved. In particular it is shown that a cr-order continuous, cr-order complete Banach
lattice is order continuous.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): primary 46 A 40.

1. Introduction

A number of authors have studied the connection between various notions of
convergence defined on a Banach lattice, see for example Birkhoff (1967), Leader
(1970), Lotz (1974) and Wirth (1975). In addition they characterize those Banach
lattices in which there is a special connection between the norm and order such as
the monotone convergence property. Another such property is uniform strictness,
considered by Berens and Lorentz (1973) in work on Korovkin sets of positive
contractions on LP spaces. We collect the various results in this work and prove
several additional ones. These are illustrated by using IP and M spaces as examples.

2. Definitions

Let {E, <,||-||) be a real Banach lattice. We say E is o-complete {a-o-complete)
if every net (sequence) in E which has an upper bound has a supremum. E is said
to be order continuous (p-order-continuous) if every monotonically decreasing net
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(sequence) with infimum 0 is norm convergent to O.f E is monotone convergent
(Lotz (1974)) if each norm bounded increasing net in E+ is norm convergent. The
Banach lattice is uniformly monotone (Birkhoff(1967)) if for each £>0 there exists
8>0 such that / , g>0, ||/|| = 1, | | /+s | |<l + S implies that ||^||<e. Whilst a
uniformly strict Banach lattice is one in which for each e>0 there exists 8>0
such that 0<£</ , ||/|| = 1, | | / -g | |>£ implies that | |^ | |<1-S. Finally E is called
uniformly convex if for each e>0 there exists a S>0 such that ||/|| = ||^|| = 1>
\\f-g\\ > e implies that || \{f+g)|| < 1 - S.

We also consider two types of convergence in E defined in terms of the order.
A net {fa}A is order convergent to / if there exists an increasing net {g^B and a
decreasing net {Ay}c such that given any fieB, yeC there exists o^eA such that
Sfi <A < hy for all a ̂  «„ and

V ^ = / = A ^ y (Vulikh (1967)).
B F C '

If {/„} is an order convergent sequence then there exist sequences {g„} and {hn}
such that gn^fn^hn f°r aU n.

The net {/J^ is relatively uniformly (abbreviated ru) convergent to / if there
exists u > 0 such that given any s > 0 there exists <*„ e A with |/a —f\ < eu for all a > «o.

3. Main result

The following result details the implications between some of the conditions
mentioned above.

PROPOSITION 1. The following implications hold in the class of all Banach lattices:
uniformly convex

uniformly monotone

uniformly strict

monotone convergent
V

a-o-contmuous <= o-continuous => o-complete => a-o-complete
if

a-o-continuous and a-o-complete
No other implications hold between these conditions, except those resulting from the
above.

t We will henceforth abbreviate order-continuous to o-continuous and a-order continuous
to a-o-continuous.
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PROOF, (i) Uniformly convex implies uniformly monotone. Suppose E is not
uniformly monotone. Then there exists 0 < e0 < 1 such that for any 8 > 0 there
exist f,geE+ with | |/ | | = 1, | | / + g | | < l + °* an<* lkll^eo- Suppose also that E is
uniformly convex. Then there exists 80>0 such that \\h\\ = ||A:|| = 1, \\h—k\\^ Je0

implies that | |£(/i+A:)| |<l-80. Without loss of generality we may assume that
80<|e0. Choose f,g>0 satisfying ||/ | | = 1, | | / + g | | < l + So and \\g\\^eo. Let h =f,
k = (f+g)l.\\f+g\\. Hence

B * - * l l =

U+d

\\h+k\\
II 2 || -2 I P 2\\f+g\\

Dll 1

So

But

s*- - I / I i g V ^ 1 , 5 - ' I " 8<)>

2(1 + o0) 1 + o0

which is a contradiction.
(ii) Uniformly monotone is equivalent to uniformly strict. Suppose that E is not

uniformly monotone. So, as in (i), there exists eo>O such that for any 8>0 there
exist f,geE+ with ||/|| = 1, | | /+g| |<l + S and ||g||^e0. Suppose also that E is
uniformly strict. Then there exists 80, 1 > 80>0, such that (Kk<h, \\h\\ = 1 and
||/i-fc||H£0 imply that | |Jt | |<l-S0. Choose f,g>0 such that ||/|| = 1,
<1 + Soand||g||35eo. Put

f-^-g f

Then II/ill = 1 and O^k^h. Also

So | |/ | |/ | |/+f| | = | |A: | |<l -S0 ; hence | | / | |<(1-SO)(1 + 8O)<1, a contradiction.
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If we now suppose that E is not uniformly strict then there exists sQ > 0 such that
for all S>0 there exists h,k,0^k^h, \\h\\= 1, \\h-k\\^e0 and ||A:||>l-S. Let

k . (h-k)
/ - and gl = l w .

We can show that E is not uniformly monotone.
(iii) Uniformly monotone implies monotone convergent (Birkhoff (1967),

Theorem 21, p. 371).
(iv) Monotone convergent implies o-continuous. If E is monotone convergent

and {xJA is decreasing with infimum 0 then {x^—xj^^ is norm convergent for
any fixed o^eA.

(v) o-continuous implies o-complete. See, for example, Lacey (1974), p. 20.
(vi) ff-o-complete together with <r-o-continuous implies o-continuous.

Lotz (1974), Proposition 1.6, p. 120, proves that if E is o-complete and not
o-continuous then it contains a closed sublattice order isomorphic to Z00. In fact
his proof remains valid if we replace o-complete by a-o-complete. If E is a-o-
continuous then it cannot possess a closed sublattice order isomorphic to /°°.
Hence if E is cr-o-complete and a-o-continuous it is o-continuous.

4. Counterexamples

(i) L\0,1) is uniformly monotone but not uniformly convex. See Proposition 2
below.

(ii) R2 with the sup norm is monotone convergent but not uniformly monotone.
Take/= (|8, 1), g = (1 +^8,0). Then \\f+g\\< 1 + S but ||g||> 1.

(iii) c0 is o-continuous but not monotone convergent.
(iv) /°° is o-complete but not a-o-continuous.
(v) If X is the one-point compactification of an uncountable discrete space

then C(X) is a-o-continuous but not a-o-complete (Nagel (1973), p. 14).
(vi) Let X be an uncountable set and select xn e X. Choose all subsets of X not

containing xx and all subsets containing *„ with countable complement as the
basis for a topology on X. Then the space Cb(X) of continuous bounded functions
on Jfis cr-o-complete but not o-complete (Luxemburg and Zaanen (1971), p. 290).

5. LP and M spaces

An Lp space (1 </><oo) is a Banach lattice for which ||/+g||p = ||/||J)+||g||p if
/ A g = 0. Every Lp space may be identified with an L"(fi) space for some measure /A.
An M-space is a Banach lattice for which ||/v£|| = ||/||v||g|| whenever.£g^0.
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PROPOSITION 2 (Clarkson, Lotz). Every Lp space (1 <p < oo) is uniformly convex.
L1 is uniformly monotone but not uniformly convex unless it is one dimensional.
An M space is o-continuous if and only if it is cQ(T)for some set F. An M space is
monotone convergent (uniformly monotone) if and only if it is finite dimensional
(one dimensional).

PROOF. Clarkson (1936) proved that every Lv(ji) space (1 <p<co) is uniformly
convex. L1 is clearly uniformly monotone, since | |/+g|| = ||/||+||g|l if/ ,£^0 (Lacey
(1974), p. 133). However, if the L1 space is at least two dimensional then there
exist f,g>0 such that ||/|| = ||g|| = 1 and/Ag = 0. So

\f-g\ = (f-g)v(-f+g) = 2fv2g-(f+g) =f+g.

So| | / -g | | = 2,but| |/+g|| = 2.
Lotz (1974), Corollary 2.2, shows that an M space is o-continuous if and only

if it is of the form co(F) for some set F. Clearly co(F) is monotone convergent if
and only if F is finite. Finally, counterexample (ii) shows that if co(F) is uniformly
monotone then F is a singleton.

Berens and Lorentz (1973) state implicitly that a Lorentz space A(<p,p) is
uniformly convex if and only if it is uniformly monotone, provided 1 <p < oo. It
is well known, see for example Luxemburg and Zaanen (1971), pp. 287-288, that
for X compact and Hausdorff, C(X) is o-complete (w-o-complete) if and only if
X is extremally disconnected (the closure of every open i^-set is open). It is also
easily shown that if X is compact, Hausdorff and first countable then C(X) is
a-o-continuous if and only if X is finite.

PROBLEM. Characterize a-o-continuous, o-complete and or-o-complete M spaces.

6. Relative uniform convergence

In general, relative uniform convergence implies both norm and order
convergence and there are no other implications. However, Birkhoff (1967) does
show that if a sequence is norm convergent then each subsequence contains an
ru convergent subsequence.

PROPOSITION 3. The following implications hold for nets in a Banach lattice E.
(i) (norm convergence => ru convergence) o E has a strong unit o (E is norm

equivalent to C(X), X compact Hausdorff) o (norm convergence => order con-
vergence).

(ii) (order convergence => ru convergence) o E is o-continuous.
(iii) (norm convergence o order convergence) o E is R™.

For sequences we have
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(iv) (norm convergence => ru convergence) o E is norm equivalent to an M space
o (norm convergence => order convergence).

(v) (order convergence => ru convergence) o E is a-o-continuous.

PROOF, (i) Take the unit ball in E as the net indexed so that a<j3 if ||a||
If E is ru convergent then E possesses a strong unit e. In that case let

Then (£,||-||e) is an Af-space with unity and is hence isomorphic to C(X) for some
compact Hausdorff space X. Also ||-||e is equivalent to the original norm on E.

Conversely if norm convergence implies order convergence then again taking
the unit ball as above we have an upper bound e for the unit ball. Clearly e is a
strong unit.

(ii) If E is o-continuous and {/0}A is monotonically decreasing with A Afa = 0
then clearly there exist <xn e A such that [/^ | < 1 /n3 for all n e N. So if u = S"_i«/«,,
then |/a|<«/n provided <x^ocn.

(iii) By Proposition 2 C(X) is o-continuous if and only if X is finite.
(iv) See Wirth (1975), Proposition 2.
(v) As for (ii) above.
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